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CYBER SECURITY & UNDERSTANDING INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
SYSTEM (ICS)

CYBER SECURITY

Malware	
  gets	
  
smarter	
  

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
! Information Technology (IT)
! Related to computing technology,
such as networking, hardware,
software and Internet

28%	
  of	
  malware	
  
was	
  Virtual	
  
Machine	
  Aware	
  

! Combines all computer abilities to
collect, process and present
information for decision making
A"ackers	
  Moving	
  Faster	
  	
  

! Operational Technology (OT)
! Industrial Control Systems, supports
physical
value
creation
in
manufacturing processes such as
automation
! Comprises of devices, sensors and
software necessary to control and
monitor plant equipment
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CYBER SECURITY
MINMISE SECURITY SPRAWL AND CYBER RISK
! The growing sophistication and frequency of cyber activity can be overwhelming.
! Clearly the process of continually adding new point solutions is not sustainable and
will inevitably create the ever-increasing problem of “security sprawl”.
! Costly and growing in complexity, these fragmented security capabilities lack the
coordination necessary to counter what is a constantly changing landscape.
! As such- how can the insurance market become more proactive in future proofing their
cyber security strategy?
Many	
  Sectors	
  Under	
  A"ack	
  

Healthcare	
  	
  
+	
  37%	
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Retail	
  

+11%	
  	
  

Educa>on	
  

+10%	
  

Government	
  

+8%	
  

Financial	
  
+6%	
  

CYBER SECURITY
MINMISE SECURITY SPRAWL AND CYBER RISK
! Why and how have we got here?
! Information security is still firmly nestled in the control of the Chief Information Officer
/Chief Technology Officer (ClubCISO survey – 71%)
– As such the security is expected to be funded from the IT budget
– When in fact it almost needs its own budget.
! Overwhelming desire to keep ‘incidents’ quiet had given rise to sparse levels of factual
information in the industry
! The void was filled with FUD - Fear Uncertainty and Doubt…
! Then the risk model changed
– Or became more widely adopted
– Rather than corporations employing point solutions for fixes, they started planning
ahead.
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CYBER SECURITY
MINMISE SECURITY SPRAWL AND CYBER RISK
! How does a CIO/CTO support, their business while keeping information secure?
! What areas must they consider to keep business information secure?
! What Products, services & technology must they buy to address those areas?
! What Products, services & technology must they buy to
address those areas?
– Continually purchasing add-ons.
– But now that doesn’t work, as the threats are becoming ever more
sophisticated and change to adapt.

! Have a Strategy…

Digital	
  extorFon	
  	
  
on	
  the	
  rise	
  

113%	
  
increase	
  in	
  
ransom	
  ware	
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45X	
  
more	
  
devices	
  
held	
  
hostage	
  	
  

CYBER SECURITY
STRATEGY OVERVIEW

• Strategies to
address new,
emerging
disruptors to the
business and
technology
landscape

• Ensuring security
when your
information leaves
the organisation
• Third-party
security
management

• Cloud, BYOD,
….

• Vendors, partners,
customers, cloud
service providers

Baseline

• Getting the
basics in place
• Considering
management
processes
• SANS 20 Critical
Security
Controls
• ISO27001
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Extended
Enterprise

Data
Protection

• Data-focused
security strategy
• Detailed
understanding of
your information
assets
• Data
classification
and handling

Business
Disruptors

Advanced
Capabilities

• Threat
management
• Threatintelligence
focused testing
and strategy
• Incident
Response Team

CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! What is an Industrial Control System? How can is be described?
! Industrial Control System (ICS) is a general term that encompasses several types of
control systems used in industrial process control for production and manufacture,
including Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, Distributed
Control Systems (DCS), and other smaller control system configurations such as
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) often used for safety shutdown systems and
small batch control.
! ICS’s are typically used in industries such as oil & gas production, power generation
and nuclear installations. ICS’s are specifically designed and manufactured for the
industrial environment, they are designed to be installed for offshore and onshore
applications.
! Data is received from remote stations, automated or operator-driven supervisory
commands. The data can then be pushed to remote station control devices, which are
often referred to as field devices. Field devices control local operations such as
opening and closing valves and breakers, collecting data from sensor systems, and
monitoring the local environment for alarm conditions.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! What are the threats?
! Consider shutting down your operations right now, due to cyber infection. What would
that do to the business interruption plan, production and profit margins?
! In 2013, 81% of large organisations in Britain experienced some kind of cyber-security
breach, costing the UK an estimated £27 billion.
! How much of your plant is run by a DCS, SCADA and PLC?
! Security threats to industrial control systems can be caused by:
– Unintentional infection due to poor security controls, employee negligence, lack of education
and awareness, inappropriate use of the control network,
– Disgruntled employees,
– Organised groups wanting to cause damage, or steal proprietary information for financial gain.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! What is a Cyber Attack?
! A Cyber-attack can be described as any type of offensive manoeuvre employed by
individuals or whole organisations that targets computer information systems,
infrastructures, computer networks, and/or personal computer devices by various
means of malicious acts usually originating from an anonymous source that either
steals, alters, or destroys a specified target by hacking into a susceptible system.
! As Cyber-attacks have become increasingly sophisticated and dangerous as the
STUXNET worm demonstrated, often industrial process control systems are often
overlooked as these are typically not supported by the corporate IT department.
– Reminder: STUXNET compromised Iranian PLCs, collecting information on
industrial systems and causing the fast-spinning centrifuges to accelerate beyond
the safe limit programmed within the code causing them catastrophic failure that
was beyond repair.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Who is responsible for looking after Industrial Control Systems?
As someone in charge of Risk Management or as a Finance Director, you might find
yourself asking the question, “so who is looking after this stuff?”
– Plant Manager?
– Engineering?
– Maintenance?
– IT?
! Vulnerabilities
! Cyber risk is not an just IT issue; it’s a business problem. As such, risk management
strategies must include cyber risk insurance protection.
! The fact is, cyber risk is a problem all on its own. The cyber threat is pervasive, and
attacks are increasing exponentially. Cyber-attack trends are also shifting constantly.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Security Management
! Although detection and defence is important, security software can be costly and time
consuming to complete regular updates, especially as new viruses are continually
being developed, the security detection we are all used to in most cases does not
apply to industrial control systems.
! Many industrial control systems are in remote locations, spread across large
geographic areas both offshore and onshore. The systems tend to be isolated on their
own network protocols and therefore a blanket security update is near impossible
without connecting to the equipment directly. (Connecting to the PLC’s brings its own
risks). In addition, many PLC systems controlling Emergency Shut Down (ESD)
system functions will have redundant systems and so two updates are required for the
Master/Slave controllers.
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CYBER SECURITY

CYBER	
  SECURITY	
  AWARNESS	
  

WHAT’S ON THE BAORDS MIND?
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CYBER SECURITY
WHATS ON THE BOARDS MIND?
! Nearly 75% of FTSE 350 board members said they now see cyber security as a
serious concern BUT….
– 65% of board members have not reviewed their company’s risk management plans
or policies with respect to safeguarding critical information and assets.
– 61% of board members do not see cyber security risks as operational risks.
– 45% of board members do not understand the implications of losing critical
information and assets due to a cyber security attack.
– 39% of board members do not have an acceptable grasp of their company’s critical
information and data assets.
– 25% of board members do not routinely get intelligence from their CIO/CTO or
other security executives on cyber security threats facing the company.
– Only 40% of board members identified cyber attacks as more dangerous than other
topics
! Key Issues:
– Lack clarity of who owns cyber security. 16% of board members in the KPMG FTSE
350 study said it was CEO while 31% said it was the CFO
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CYBER SECURITY
WHATS ON THE BOARDS MIND?
! NY stock Exchange Governance Survey of 200 board members:
! Cyber security is discussed at most board meetings
! Top concerns are:
– Brand damage
– Breach costs
– Loss of competitive advantage through corporate espionage
– Loss of IP
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CYBER SECURITY
WHAT'S ON THE BOARDS MIND?
How to connect to the board and make security understood!
Tactic’s to connect the security program to the board:
– Creating a security program around intelligence on threats and also business risks
will support resilience in a constantly shifting landscape of risk.
• Better alignment to business objectives
• Increased readiness, scalability and flexibility
• Global cross-standard application
• Rigorous cycle of risk identification and management
• Future-focus to anticipate emerging challenges
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! To understand the vulnerabilities associated with Industrial Control Systems (ICS), we
must first know all of the possible communications paths into and out of the ICS.
Various devices, communications paths, and methods that can be used for
communicating with typical process system components are shown below.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! An attack can come from multiple directions and in multiple forms, targeting different
information and outcomes;
– For example: an attack launched by a hacker group intent on making a political
statement or causing physical damage, malware that enters the network through a
third-party service provider to steal financial information, or a data breach
perpetrated by a trusted insider seeking competitive intellectual property (IP).
! The more cyber resilient an organisation, the faster it can identify a cyber-attack, stop it
and recover from the impact. Data loss is to be expected. It’s the severity of the data
loss that will impact the company’s business, damage its reputation and erode investor
confidence. Those organisations that can quickly and effectively minimise the risk and
get back to business are generally considered to have safer operations management .
– Reminder: SHAMOON virus was released into the Saudi Aramco network. The
virus erased data on three-quarters of Aramco’s corporate PCs — documents,
spreadsheets, e-mails, files. Replacing all of it with an image of a burning
American flag. It caused months of disruption to Saudi Aramco’s business and
operations.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Why the need for an Independent Cyber Assessment?
! This is where organisations can realize the benefits of a ‘cold eyes’ cyber insurance
assessment. All too often, critical data is uncovered after a breach occurs. By
implementing a proactive risk assessment before an attack occurs, the organization
can gain in-depth intelligence about its highest priority risks before an incident, not
years later when it’s too late to do anything about it. A pre-emptive assessment
provides the right data at the right time to inform risk management decisions and align
resources with an organisation’s highest priority risks.
! Industrial control systems will typically have a vendor specific communications network
associated with communicating between different nodes. Industrial control systems are
normally maintained by the specialist discipline group within the engineering
department (Systems or Controls and Instrumentation). Industrial control systems have
in the main been kept separate by design from the corporate networks. The corporate
IT department doesn’t usually have the process engineering experience to support
these systems.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL – Levels of Industrial Control Systems

Industrial	
  Control	
  System	
  
Environment	
  

! A typical large-scale production system utilising SCADA or Distributed Control System
(DCS) configuration there are many computer, controller and network communications
components integrated to provide the operational needs of the system. The next few
slides will structure how these can be assessed.
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Typical examples of process equipment
– Pressure transmitter
– Conditioning orifice flowmeter
– Parabolic radar level transmitter
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Typical examples of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC’s)
– HIMA Hi QUAD
– HIMA Hi Max
– Siemens S7
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CYBER SECURITY
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! Typical examples of Client / Operator Work Stations
– Visual Display Units (VDU) showing SCADA information
– PC based work stations
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CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Typical examples of server based SCADA and DCS server stations
– Usually Windows based server equipment
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INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! What's not in scope?
! Industrial control systems are normally maintained by the specialist discipline group
within the engineering department (Systems or Controls and Instrumentation).
Industrial control systems have in the main been kept separate by design from the
corporate networks. But as the demand for information is increasing this separation
has slowly over time become blurred and in some cases there is no clear distinction.
! The corporate IT department doesn’t usually have the process engineering experience
to support these systems; corporate IT departments are set up to support corporate
LAN networks, communication and web servers, including appropriate security
updates.
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! Industry Experience
Incident

Description

1982 Trans-Siberian Pipeline

This was reportedly malicious code planted by the CIA in
stolen software, which resulted in overpressure to the
pipeline and the largest non-nuclear explosion ever seen
from space.

1999 Gazprom

Hackers apparently infiltrated the pipeline system with the
help of an insider and planted a Trojan virus. Control of
gas flows was reportedly lost for some time although
Gazprom has always denied this.

2000 Maroochy Water Treatment

A disgruntled former employee hacked into the system,
took control of 150 pumping stations and released 1 million
litres of raw sewage into local waterways over a 3 month
period.

2003 Davis-Besse Nuclear Plant

The SQL slammer worm apparently infected the plant
systems and crashed the safety parameter display and
plant process computer for several hours.
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! Industry Experience
Incident

Description

2003 PDVSA Oil Terminal

During a period of extensive strikes and sabotage, the
SCADA system at a marine oil terminal was apparently
hacked into and the software on the PLCs operating the
facilities erased.

2006 Brown’s Ferry Nuclear Plant

Excessive network traffic on the process control network
apparently caused cooling pumps to shut down and forced
a manual shutdown of the plant.

2008 Lodz City Tram System

A 14 year old modified a TV remote control to be able to
change points on the tram network resulting in the
derailment of four trams.

2010 Iran Nuclear Processing

STUXNET
was
designed
to
attack
industrial
Programmable Logic Controllers. STUXNET compromised
Iranian PLCs, collecting information on industrial systems
and causing the fast-spinning centrifuges to accelerate
beyond the safe limit programmed within the code causing
them to tear apart.
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! Industry Experience
Incident

Description

2011 DUQU Malware

As yet, the purpose of this virus was unknown but it is
suspected that it was being used to gather data on
industrial control systems to be used for future attacks. It is
thought to be related to the STUXNET worm.

2012 Iranian Oil

Iranian oil ministry officials have claimed that the WIPER
software code forced them to cut internet connections to
their offshore production facilities and the Kharg Island oil
terminal, a conduit for 80 percent of Iran’s oil exports.
Researchers discovered that WIPER had been siphoning
data from computers, mainly in Iran, for several years.
Whereas STUXNET just had one purpose in life, WIPER is
a toolkit; it can go after just about everything it could
identify. Once the initial WIPER malware has infected a
machine, additional modules can be added to perform
specific tasks - almost in the same manner as adding apps
to a smartphone.
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! Industry Experience
Incident

2012 Saudi Aramco

2012 Nationwide, USA
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Description
Saudi Aramco was forced to shut down the company’s
internal corporate network, disabling employees’ e-mail
and Internet access, to stop the virus from spreading.
Saudi Aramco set to work replacing the hard drives of tens
of thousands of its PCs. The virus erased data on threequarters of Saudi Aramco’s corporate PCs — documents,
spread sheets, e-mails, files — replacing all of it with an
image of a burning American flag.
The US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) reported
that there were six cyber attacks on nuclear companies in
2012 that compromised their enterprise networks and in
some cases stole data.

CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Industry Experience
Incident

Description

2013 Istanbul Ataturk Airport

The passport control system experienced a cyber-attack,
while another airport in the Turkish largest city was also
affected. Passengers stood in lines for hours and plane
departures were delayed, because the cyber-attack
shutdown passport control systems at two facilities. It was
believed that the systems were infected using malwares.

2014 January ‘HAVEX’

Security researchers uncovered a new STUXNET like
malware, named as ‘HAVEX’, which was used in a number
of cyber-attacks against organizations in the energy sector.
It is identified as having additional component used by the
attackers that includes code to harvest data from infected
machines used in ICS/SCADA systems. This indicates that
the attackers are not just interested in compromising the
networks of companies they are interested in, but are also
motivated in having control of the ICS/SCADA systems in
those organizations.
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! Industry Experience
Incident

2014 Monju, Japan

2014 Gori & Wolsong, South Korea

NRC, USA (2014)
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Description
A control room computer was compromised with malware
after an employee updated a free computer program
application. More than 42,000 confidential e-mails and
training reports were made available.
A hacker accessed internal data such as blueprints, floor
maps, radiation-exposure estimates, air-conditioning and
cooling systems, manuals and personal information on
10,000 employees through the operator's website. The
hacker released five leaks on twitter and has threatened
to leak further information.
A Nigerian money-scam email was sent to more than
5,000 NRC employees stating the need to install system
updates
requiring their account information. Eight
employees accessed the link and provided their login
information.

CYBER SECURITY
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL
! Price Forbes have developed a practical Risk Assessment referencing industry best
practice, to aid responsible operators to assess and demonstrate their Operational
Technology (OT) cyber security risks. Our producing a formal risk assessment will
assist with identifying any gaps in OT cyber protection when compared to / with the
relevant good practice. Similarly the gap, if any, will establish the relevance and
possibility of using risk transfer insurance products to reduce or safeguard the gap to
the best extent possible.
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! “There are only two types of companies: those that have been hacked and those
that will be. Even that is merging into one category; those that have been hacked
and will be again.”
– Former FBI Director Robert Mueller
! Any Questions ?
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Jonathan Scott
T: +44 (0)20 7015 2911
E: Jonathanscott@priceforbes.com

Jonathan held the position of Lead Control and Instrumentation Engineer for ExxonMobil covering the UK, Ireland
and Norway, Midstream and Downstream Business Clusters. Jonathan has extensive experience of working for
ExxonMobil globally conducting cyber auditing on Industrial Control Systems and safeguarding issues. Jonathan
represented the largest major oil company as a subject matter expert at the Process Safety Leadership Group
(PSLG) for the final review of the ‘Safety and environmental standards for fuel storage sites’ (Buncefield) report.
He has also represented industry as a subject matter expert at the Energy Institute and UK Petroleum Industry
Association for tanker loading association and process safety committees for bulk fuel terminals”. Jonathan has
practical experience within Crisis Management and Emergency Preparedness & Response with a depth of
experience in the oil and gas, and chemical industries. Jonathan has experience in responding to Yellow Stone
River (Billings) , Deep Water Horizon (Macondo), Mayflower and Solent oil spill incidents. Along with numerous
simulation exercises run globally with Government agencies. Jonathan has studied Incident Command System
(ICS) and trained in the use of Common Operating Picture (COP), used as a command and control tool. Jonathan
held the position of Operations Section lead of ExxonMobil Global Emergency Response team. He also held the
position of Duty on Scene Commander for ExxonMobil Fawley Refinery.
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